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Preface

This report, “Simulation of a life saving device for Scuba divers (Buddy Buzzer)”, covers the short
internship report study of the author, which has been performed within the division of Dynamics
and Control of the faculty of Mechanical Engineering at the Eindhoven Technical University.

During this project I learned a lot of how to handle a finite element package, like Marc Mentat.
For instance I have learned that a plan is really necessary, because otherwise you get lost in errors.
The choice of element is also very important, first I started to use shells which are 2D elements
and I used it as a 3D element. This struggle was solved by Henk de Vree, who helped me on the
right track. Besides Henk de Vree, I would like to thank Henk Nijmeijer, Ines Lopez and Bert
Roozen for giving me this assignment and support. Second of all I would like to thank Jan Mink
and Gillian Mimnagh-Kelleher of 2M Engineering Ltd. for giving us the prototype of the Buddy
Buzzer. Further I would like to thank Jeroen Van Dordrecht for our excellent partnership during
this assignment.

Eindhoven, March 2006
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Summary

The subject of this traineeship is the development of a finite element model to simulate a life
saving scuba diving device, the so called Buddy Buzzer. The main goal of the Finite element
model is to get insight in the behavior of the scuba diving device. Another goal is to compare the
theoretical results with experimental results. These experiments were done by Van Dordrecht [2]
using a prototype of the Buddy Buzzer.

Before the modeling started, the prototype has been simplified to shorten the calculation time and
to make the simulation more efficient. The development of the Finite element model started with
a modal analysis of the membrane. The next step is a Finite element model of the membrane with
the piezoelectric patch attached to it. The last step is a Finite element model of the complete
prototype.

The result of this traineeship is a finite element model that represents the prototype. The mode
shapes and eigenfrequencies are the same as measured by Van Dordrecht [2]. The designed Fi-
nite element model must be expended to include piezoelectric effects, water loading and acoustic
radiation before it can be used to optimize the Buddy Buzzer.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the last decade, scuba diving has become more and more popular. But the increasing number
of scuba divers has led to an increased number of fatal accidents worldwide. The main cause
for these accidents is that the victim panics, can not warn his buddy and tries to get out of the
water as soon as possible, which is a terrible mistake. To avoid more victims, the company 2M
Engineering Ltd. is developing a life saving scuba diving device called the Buddy Buzzer. The
goals of this device are:

• to allow divers to warn their buddy, if necessary

• to help rescue teams find the missing diver quicker

• to make divers feel more confident, when wearing such a device

The Buddy Buzzer should be a compact device able to produce loud noise levels during 1 hour
and keep on sending light signals during 24 hours. It should work down to 100 meter depth and
has to be energy efficient and easy to use. The Dynamics and Control group will focus on the
noise generation and propagation aspects. Some questions that can be asked are:

• What is the most efficient way to generate high levels of noise underwater?

• How does the sound propagate from the source to the receiver?

At the moment 2M is working on a prototype consisting of a piezoelectric element attached to
a steel membrane and mounted in a casting. The objective of this traineeship is to simulate a
Finite Element model (FE model) and to compare these results with the experimental results of
Van Dordrecht [2]. Van Dordrecht [2] has tested the prototype during a twin traineeship.

The structure of this rapport is as follows. First of all the prototype and its properties are discussed
in section 2.1. In section 2.2 a brief introduction is made to the finite element analysis. Chapter
3 is about the mechanical analysis of the prototype and starts with simplifying the prototype to a
model in section 3.1. The first analysis is a modal analysis of the membrane in section 3.2. Section
3.3 discusses the modal analysis of the membrane with a piezoelectric patch attached to it. The
model is expanded with a flexible connection between the piezoelectric patch and the membrane
in section 3.4. Conclusions and recommendations are made in chapter 4.
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Chapter 2

Theory

2.1 The prototype

In this chapter the prototype of the Buddy Buzzer will be described. This prototype is used by van
Dordrecht [2] during his experiments. To measure and describe the prototype, the casting has been
unscrewed. The unscrewed prototype is shown in figure 2.1. The prototype is also shown in figure
2.4. The casting of the Buddy Buzzer consists of two parts, the frontside and the backside casting
which are screwed together. The frontside casting clamps the membrane. The membrane has a
piezoelectric element glued to it. The glue between the piezoelectric element and the membrane
is thinned, so there is electrical contact.

Figure 2.1: The prototype unscrewed Figure 2.2: The prototype

Piezoelectric materials have the ability to convert mechanical energy into electrical energy, and
vice versa. In this prototype electric signals are sent to a piezoelectric material which causes
a deformation of the piezoelectric patch and, therefore, of the membrane attached to it. This
is the so-called converse effect. Figure 2.3 shows the deformation because of the piezoelectric
material (straight line) and the asymmetric configuration of the prototype. The situation without
deformation is also showed (dashed line). Because of the vibration of the membrane a sound is
produced and the buddy can be warned.

The measurements of the prototype are shown in figure 2.4. In this figure a cross-section has been
made. The glued contact is shown in detail A. The piezoelectric patch has a diameter of 30 mm
and the membrane has a diameter of 35 mm. The thickness of the piezoelectric patch and the
membrane are 0,7 mm. The glued contact is about 35 µm thick.

The membrane of the prototype is made of steel (N284). Because there is only elastic deformation,
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Figure 2.3: The converse effect

Figure 2.4: The dimensions of the prototype

only the isotropic material properties are needed. These properties are shown in table 2.1. The
piezoelectric element is lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT). Its isotropic properties are also shown in
table 2.1. The assembly of the membrane and the piezoelectric element has been made with 2
component epoxy glue from the company UHU. The glue has been hardened at 110◦C and its
properties are shown in table 2.1. These properties will be used during the simulations of the
prototype with Marc Mentat.

Table 2.1: the mechanical material properties

Material Density Elasticity Poisson ratio
kgm−3 GPa -

Membrane Steel N284 7800 210 0.3
Backside Stainless steel 7800 210 0.3

Piezoelectric patch PZT 7600 79 0.32
Glue 2 component epoxy 960 0.8 0.3

2.2 FEM analysis

Marc Mentat has been chosen because a user license is available and the capabilities of Marc
Mentat meet this traineeship. Marc Mentat is a graphical user interface program that allows to
execute finite element analysis from start to finish. In order to enhance the understanding of Marc
Mentat, a brief review of the finite element analysis cycle will be made in this section.

The finite element analysis cycle involves five distinct steps as is shown in figure 2.5. First of
all, there will be started with the conceptualization phase: during this phase the system will be
simplified. After this simplification, there can be continued with the modeling stage. In this stage
the design will be modeled. During step 3, the model is analyzed with Marc Mentat and in step
4 the results are interpreted. During this interpretation, there will be checked if the results are
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reliable and meet the criteria of this traineeship. In the final step, the model will be accepted.
This process may be repeated several times for a particular design, that is, if the results do not
meet the design criteria. If so, one has to go back to either the conceptualization (Step 1) or
modeling (Step 2) phase to redefine or modify the process.

Figure 2.5: The analysis cycle

A model consists of a mesh of elements, which are connected by nodes. To make sure all elements
are parallel, a 2D model will be expanded to a 3D model. The model has been build with cubic
elements with nodes at the corner (quad(4)).
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Chapter 3

Mechanical Analysis of the
prototype

3.1 Simplifying the model

The prototype, which has been clarified in section 2.1, can be simplified in a few ways. First of
all, it will be checked what part of the prototype can be seen as a fixed world. This fixed world is
very stiff compared to the rest of the prototype. To determine what can be seen as a fixed world,
the stiffness of several parts are compared. The stiffness can be calculated with formula 3.1.

czz =
E · I
b3

=
E · b · h3

12 · b3
=

E · h3

12 · b2
(3.1)

Table 3.1: the stiffness of several parts of the prototype

Part of the prototype Elasticity E height h width b stiffness c
GPa mm mm N/m

membrane 210 0.7 35 4, 9 · 103

piezoelectric patch 79 0.7 30 2, 5 · 103

frontside casting 210 6 65− 35 4, 2 · 106

backside casting 210 10 65 4, 1 · 106

As can be seen in table 3.1, the piezoelectric patch and the membrane are the most flexible parts
of the prototype. Compared to these parts, the casting and the thicker part of the membrane can
be seen as a fixed world. It is not necessary to model this fixed world. The simplified model is
shown in figure 3.1. Now that the model is simplified, the analysis can be started. First of all, a
modal analysis of the membrane is made. This analysis is done to compare it with the formulas
from Blevins ([1]).

Figure 3.1: The simplified model
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3.2 Analysis of the membrane

First of all, only the membrane will be analyzed. This because there is no influence of the con-
nection between the membrane and the piezoelectric element. The membrane can be compared
to a clamped disk. The modal shapes of a clamped disk are shown in table 3.2. The correspond-
ing natural frequencies can be calculated by using the thin shell theory according to Blevins [1]
(formula 3.2). The material properties of the membrane are given in table 2.1.

Table 3.2: The first 4 mode shapes of a clamped disk

Mode (i,j) Modal shape Mode (i,j) Modal shape

0,0 2,0

1,0 0,1

fij =
λ2

ij

2πa2

[
Eh3

12γ(1− ν2)

]1/2

; i = 0, 1, 2 . . . ; j = 0, 1, 2 . . . (3.2)

with:

λi,j = nondimensional frequency parameter;
a = r = radius of the plate;
h = thickness of plate;
i = number of nodal diameters;
j = number of nodal circles, not counting the boundary;
E = modulus of elasticity;
γ = mass per unit area of plate;
ν = Poisson’s ratio;

The assumptions done by Blevins [1] are:

1. the plates are flat and have constant thickness

2. the plates composed of a homogeneous, linear elastic, isotropic material

3. the plates are thin. The thickness of each plate is less than about 1
10 the minimum lateral

plate dimension

4. the plates deform through flexural deformation. The deformations are small in compari-
son with the thickness of the plate. Normals to the midsurface of the undeformed plate
remain straight and normal to the midplane during deformation. Rotary inertia and shear
deformation are neglected.
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5. the in-plane load on the plates is zero

The membrane is also modeled with Marc Mentat and the used sequence to build the Marc Mentat
model is shown in appendix A. The results with equation 3.2 and with the finite element model
are shown in table 3.3.

Table 3.3: The natural frequencies [Hz] with equation 3.2 and the finite element model

Mode (i,j) Thin shell theory 3.2 Finite element model
0,0 5838 7180
1,0 12144 14440 / 14510
2,0 19924 23370 / 23570
0,1 22717 27480

The natural frequencies calculated with the finite element model are not the same as the natural
frequencies calculated with equation 3.2. This is because equation 3.2 holds for thin plates. The
second and third natural frequencies calculated by the finite element has two results. This is
because these modes are degenerated modes. The difference between the two frequencies of the
degenerated modes are caused by the asymmetric mesh of the finite element model. To compare
the natural frequencies calculated by equation 3.2 and the natural frequencies calculated with the
finite element model, a factor k has been calculated:

eigenfrequencies according to Blevins k1 = λ0,1
λ0,0

= 22717
5838 = 3.9

eigenfrequencies according to FE model k2 = λ0,1
λ0,0

= 27480
7180 = 3.8

The factors k are nearly the same, so the finite element model is correct. To come to a better
representation of the prototype, the model is expanded with the piezoelectric patch in the next
section.
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3.3 Analysis of the membrane with the piezoelectric patch

The second step is to add the piezoelectric patch. The connection between the membrane and the
piezoelectric patch is supposed to be rigid. Only the mechanical material properties are taken for
this model. The used sequence to build the Marc Mentat model is shown in appendix B. This
script makes a modal analysis of the membrane with the piezoelectric patch attached to it. The
results of this simulation are shown in table 3.4 and will be compared with the measurements of
Van Dordrecht [2]. The results of his measurements are also shown in table 3.4.

Table 3.4: The natural frequencies of the membrane with piezo

Mode (i,j) Measurements FEM Difference Modal shape

0,0 7250 7497 3.4 %

1,0 16000 16431 / 16454 2.8 %

2,0 - 27494 / 27541 -

0,1 - 32297 -

Compared to the simulation of the membrane, the modal shapes have not changed (see table 3.2.
It can be concluded that the second resonance measured by Van Dordrecht [2] corresponds to
the degenerated mode (1,0). This is due to the fact that the experimental set-up is not perfectly
symmetric (the piezoelectric patch is not exactly centered with respect to the membrane). The
finite element model has a good result, but it can be improved by adding a flexible connection
between the membrane and piezoelectric patch, instead of a rigid connection.
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3.4 Complete mechanical analysis of the prototype

The next step is to add a flexible connection between the membrane and piezoelectric patch. This
is done by adding another mesh and connecting this with the other meshes. This mesh represents
the glue. In this simulation, only the mechanical material properties are taken. The used sequence
to build the Marc Mentat model is shown in appendix C. This script makes a modal analysis of
the membrane with the piezoelectric patch attached to it. The results of this simulation are shown
in table 3.5 and are compared to the measurements of Van Dordrecht [2] (also shown in table 3.5.
The modal shapes are also shown in this table.

Table 3.5: The first 6 eigenvalues of the prototype

Mode (i,j) Measurements FEM Difference Modal shape

0,0 7250 7302 0.7 %

1,0 16000 16124 / 16136 0.8 %

2,0 - 25348 / 25525 -

0,1 - 31326 -

Compared to the simulation of the membrane with the piezoelectric patch, the modal shapes have
not changed. The natural frequencies, though, are a bit lower. The cause can be found in the
flexibility of the glue. The elasticity modulus of the glue is tuned, so the natural frequencies of
the finite element model are adapted to the natural frequencies measured by Van Dordrecht [2].
The young’s modulus that has been used is 1050 MPa instead of 800 MPa as is shown in table
2.1. Because the measured frequencies match the calculated frequencies, the finite element model
can represent the prototype Van Dordrecht [2] has used for his experiments.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions and recommendations

The Finite Element Model has been made to compare it with the prototype, which has been tested
by Van Dordrecht [2] during his experiments. The finite element model of section 3.4 has the same
natural frequencies as the prototype. It became clear that the second measured resonance is a
degenerated mode which is activated when the piezoelectric patch is not mounted in the center of
the membrane.

The first recommendation is to expand the finite element model with a face load to simulate water
pressure on the surface of the membrane. The results of a modal analysis can be compared with
the measurements of Van Dordrecht [2] in water. Another recommendation is to add piezoelectric
properties so the influence of input signals can be investigated. A modal analysis of this model
can be done with and without water pressure (add a face load on the membrane). The final step
to expand the finite element is to add acoustic properties, so the sound pressure levels can be
simulated.

The last recommendation is to use the finite element model for design modifications. With the
model build during this traineeship it is possible to investigate the changes in natural frequencies
when the design is modified. When the model has been expanded with above recommendations,
the design can be optimized to maximize the generated sound pressure level and to minimize the
power usage.
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Appendix A

Analysis of the membrane

The following Marc Mentat script can be used to build the finite element model for a modal
analysis of the membrane. The modeling of the membrane starts with building a mesh of elements
in ”mesh generation”. There has been chosen to build a 2D model and to expand this to a 3D
model, this because all elements will be parallel to the x,y-plane. At the end of this meshing, the
duplicate nodes and elements will be removed with the ”sweep” function.

mesh generation
curve type

circles center/radius
return

crvs add
0 0 0 17.5e-3

automesh
curve divisions

fixed average length
0.7e-3

apply curve divisions
all: exist

return
2D planar meshing

quadrilaterals (adv frnt) quad mesh!
all: exist

return
return

clear geom
expand

translations
0 0 -0.7e-3

mode remove
mode elements

all: exist
return

sweep
tolerance

1e-5
sweep all
return
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renumber
all
return

return

The next step is to appoint material properties to the elements of the membrane. This is done
with ”material properties”. The used material properties are shown in table 2.1.

material properties
material properties

new
name

steelN284
isotropic

young’s modulus
210e9

poisson’s ratio
0.3

mass density
7800

ok
elements add

all: exist
main

The next step is to clamp the membrane. This is done by appointing a fixed displacement of 0
mm in the x, y and z direction with ”boundary conditions”.

boundary conditions
new
name

ground
mechanical

fixed displacement
displacement x select
displacement y select
displacement z select
ok

nodes add
1 to 9
85 to 158
3459 to 3467
3543 to 3616
return

return

Now that all properties are appointed, a ”loadcase” can be defined. In this part the type of
analysis is defined.

loadcases
new
name
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dynamic-modal
mechanical

dynamic modal
tolerance

1e-5
ok

return
return

The next step is to analyze the created finite element model, this done with ”jobs” in this part
the element types are appointed. Also the analyzed variables and the properties of the analysis
are defined. At the end the ”job” will be run.

jobs
new
name

dynamic-modal
mechanical

available dynamic-modal
ok

element types
mechanical

3D solid
7
ok

return
return

run
submit(1)
monitor
ok

return

Now that the finite element model is analyzed the results can be interpret and the natural fre-
quencies and mode shapes can be shown.

results
post file open default
deformed shape def only (select)
deformed shape settings

deformation scaling automatic (select)
return

scalar plot contour bands (select)
scalar plot scalar

displacement

With the ”scan” option, the natural frequencies can be selected.
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scan
INC 0:1 (select)

Figure A.1: The first modal shape

scan
INC 0:2 (select)

Figure A.2: The second modal shape

scan
INC 0:3 (select)

Figure A.3: The third modal shape

scan
INC 0:4 (select)

Figure A.4: The fourth modal shape

scan
INC 0:5 (select)

Figure A.5: The fifth modal shape

scan
INC 0:6 (select)

Figure A.6: The sixth modal shape
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Analysis of the membrane with
the piezoelectric patch

The following Marc Mentat script can be used to build the finite element model for a modal analysis
of the membrane with the piezoelectric patch attached to it. The modeling of the membrane and
piezoelectric patch starts with building two meshes of elements in ”mesh generation”. There has
been chosen to build a 2D model and to expand this to a 3D model, this because all elements will
be parallel to the x,y-plane.

Both meshes are generated separate, so each mesh can easily be selected. When the meshes are
created, each mesh is appointed to a set. Then the meshes are moved at each other. At the end
of this meshing, the duplicate nodes and elements will be removed with the ”sweep” function.

mesh generation
curve type

circles center/radius
return

crvs add
0 0 0
17.5e-3
0.1 0 0
15e-3

automesh
curve divisions

fixed average length
0.7e-3

apply curve divisions
all: exist

return
2D planar meshing

quadrilaterals (adv frnt) quad mesh!
all: exist

return
return

clear geom
expand

translations
0 0 -0.7e-3
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mode remove
mode elements

all: exist
return

select
clear select
nodes

(select left mesh) #
nodes store

nodes-membrane
ok

all: selec
clear select
nodes

(select right mesh) #
nodes store

nodes-piezo
ok

all: selec
clear select
elements

(select left mesh) #
elements store

elements-membrane
ok

all: selec
clear select
elements

(select right mesh) #
elements store

elements-piezo
ok

all: selec
return

move
translations

-0.1 0 -0.7e-3
move nodes

set
nodes-piezo
ok

return
sweep

tolerance
1e-5

sweep all
return

renumber
all
return

return

The next step is to appoint material properties to the elements of the membrane. This is done
with ”material properties”. The used material properties are shown in table 2.1.
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material properties
material properties

new
name

steelN284
isotropic

young’s modulus
210e9

poisson’s ratio
0.3

mass density
7800

ok
elements add

all: exist
new
name

PZT
isotropic

young’s modulus
79e9

poisson’s ratio
0.32

mass density
7600

ok
elements add

set
elements-piezo
ok

#
main

The next step is to appoint the contact between the two meshes. The first step is to appoint the
”contact bodies”, these are the bodies which are connected to each other. The next step is to
appoint the type of connection between these bodies. In this case there is a glued rigid connection.

contact
contact bodies

new
name

membrane
deformable

ok
elements add

set
elements-membrane
ok

new
name

PZT
deformable

ok
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elements add
set

elements-piezo
ok

return
contact tables

new
name

contact
properties

1 → 2
contact type glue
ok

ok
main

The next step is to clamp the membrane. This is done by appointing a fixed displacement of 0
mm in the x, y and z direction with ”boundary conditions”.

boundary conditions
new
name

ground
mechanical

fixed displacement
displacement x select
displacement y select
displacement z select
ok

nodes add
1 to 74
86 to 154
6157 to 6225
main

Now that all properties are appointed, a ”loadcase” can be defined. In this part the type of
analysis is defined.

loadcases
new
name

dynamic-modal
mechanical

dynamic modal
tolerance

1e-5
ok

return
return

The next step is to analyze the created finite element model, this done with ”jobs” in this part
the element types are appointed. Also the analyzed variables and the properties of the analysis
are defined. At the end the ”job” will be run.
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jobs
new
name

dynamic-modal
mechanical

available dynamic-modal
contact control

initial contact
contact table

contact
ok

ok
ok

ok
element types

mechanical
3D solid

7
ok

return
return

run
submit(1)
monitor
ok

return

Now that the finite element model is analyzed the results can be interpret and the natural fre-
quencies and mode shapes can be shown.

results
post file open default
deformed shape def only (select)
deformed shape settings

deformation scaling automatic (select)
return

scalar plot contour bands (select)
scalar plot scalar

displacement

With the ”scan” option, the natural frequencies can be selected.
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scan
INC 0:1 (select)

Figure B.1: The first modal shape

scan
INC 0:2 (select)

Figure B.2: The second modal shape

scan
INC 0:3 (select)

Figure B.3: The third modal shape

scan
INC 0:4 (select)

Figure B.4: The fourth modal shape

scan
INC 0:5 (select)

Figure B.5: The fifth modal shape

scan
INC 0:6 (select)

Figure B.6: The sixth modal shape
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Analysis of the Buddy Buzzer

The following Marc Mentat script can be used to build the finite element model of the prototype.
The modeling of the prototype starts with building three meshes of elements in ”mesh generation”.
There has been chosen to build a 2D model and to expand this to a 3D model, this because all
elements will be parallel to the x,y-plane.

The three meshes are generated separate, so each mesh can easily be selected. When the meshes
are created, each mesh is appointed to a set. Then the meshes are moved at each other. At the
end of this meshing, the duplicate nodes and elements will be removed with the ”sweep” function.

mesh generation
curve type

circles center/radius
return

crvs add
0 0 0
17.5e-3
0.1 0 0
15e-3
0.2 0 0
15e-3

automesh
curve divisions

fixed average length
0.3e-3

apply curve divisions
all: exist

return
2D planar meshing

quadrilaterals (adv frnt) quad mesh!
all: exist

main
clear geom
expand

translations
0 0 -0.7e-3

mode remove
mode elements

(select left and right mesh) #
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translations
0 0 -35e-6

mode remove
mode elements

(select middle mesh) #
return

select
clear select
nodes

(select left mesh) #
nodes store

nodes-membrane
ok

all: selec
clear select
nodes

(select middle mesh) #
nodes store

nodes-glue
ok

all: selec
clear select
nodes

(select right mesh) #
nodes store

nodes-piezo
ok

all: selec
clear select
elements

(select left mesh) #
elements store

elements-membrane
ok

all: selec
clear select
elements

(select middle mesh) #
elements store

elements-glue
ok

all: selec
clear select
elements

(select right mesh) #
elements store

elements-piezo
ok

all: selec
return

move
translations

-0.1 0 -0.7e-3
move nodes
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(select middle mesh) #
translations

-0.2 0 -0.735e-3
move nodes

(select right mesh) #
return

sweep
tolerance

1e-6
sweep all
return

renumber
all
return

return

The next step is to appoint material properties to the elements of the membrane. This is done
with ”material properties”. The used material properties are shown in table 2.1.

material properties
material properties

new
name

steelN284
isotropic

young’s modulus
210e9

poisson’s ratio
0.3

mass density
7800

ok
elements add

set
elements-membrane
ok

#
new
name

glueUHU
isotropic

young’s modulus
1050e6

poisson’s ratio
0.3

mass density
960

ok
elements add

set
elements-glue
ok

#
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new
name

PZT
isotropic

young’s modulus
79e9

poisson’s ratio
0.32

mass density
7600

ok
elements add

set
elements-piezo
ok

#
return

return

The next step is to appoint the contact between the two meshes. The first step is to appoint
the ”contact bodies”, these are the bodies which are connected to each other. The next step is
to appoint the type of connection between these bodies. In this case there are two glued rigid
connections.

contact
contact bodies

new
name

membrane
deformable

ok
elements add

set
elements-membrane
ok

new
name

glue
deformable

ok
elements add

set
elements-glue
ok

new
name

piezo
deformable

ok
elements add

set
elements-piezo
ok
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return
contact tables

new
name

contact
properties

1 → 2
contact type glue
ok

2 → 3
contact type glue
ok

ok
return

return

The next step is to clamp the membrane. This is done by appointing a fixed displacement of 0
mm in the x, y and z direction with ”boundary conditions”.

boundary conditions
new
name

ground
mechanical

fixed displacement
displacement x select
displacement y select
displacement z select
ok

nodes add
1 to 367
40799 to 41165

main

Now that all properties are appointed, a ”loadcase” can be defined. In this part the type of
analysis is defined.

loadcases
new
name

dynamic-modal
mechanical

dynamic modal
tolerance

1e-6
ok

main

The next step is to analyze the created finite element model, this done with ”jobs” in this part
the element types are appointed. Also the analyzed variables and the properties of the analysis
are defined. At the end the ”job” will be run.
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jobs
new
name

dynamic-modal
mechanical

available dynamic-modal
contact control

initial contact
contact table

contact
ok

ok
ok

ok
element types

mechanical
3D solid

7
ok

return
return

run
submit(1)
monitor
ok

return

Now that the finite element model is analyzed the results can be interpret and the natural fre-
quencies and mode shapes can be shown.

results
post file open default
deformed shape def only (select)
deformed shape settings

deformation scaling automatic (select)
return

scalar plot contour bands (select)
scalar plot scalar

displacement

With the ”scan” option, the natural frequencies can be selected.
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scan
INC 0:1 (select)

Figure C.1: The first modal shape

scan
INC 0:2 (select)

Figure C.2: The second modal shape

scan
INC 0:3 (select)

Figure C.3: The third modal shape

scan
INC 0:4 (select)

Figure C.4: The fourth modal shape

scan
INC 0:5 (select)

Figure C.5: The fifth modal shape

scan
INC 0:6 (select)

Figure C.6: The sixth modal shape
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